Title word cross-reference


/CK1 [LTL+20].

1 [ANRS+20, AMG+20, HSU+20, PFPB+20, SHBF+20, SSO+20, STY+20, TRJ+20, XHF+20, ZAR+21]. 11 [HVPM20]. 170 [HBDC+20]. 19
2G [GL20].

3 [FIK+20, MVM+20]. 3-dependent [BD20]. 30 [LMJ+20]. 3D [vLEM+20, MSX+21].

40S [KPA+20, HGK20, KPA+16].

5 [FIK+05]. 5/SPG11/SPG15 [HHGR21].

6 [YJX+20].

apical Argonaute-1 [KSM, Tar21].

area associated [GNL, BJSOS, ATPase [FWP], ATG16L1-WD40, ALC, Goo20, HGK20, KMW20, LSD20a, LW20b, MRG20, RVNS21, SPS20, SHGG21, SLH20b, TOL20, WMS20, WTU20, ZXW20]. assigning [SHA20]. assisted [FHM20], associate [CBC20, KPA16, KPA20]. associated [BD20, CKM20, PHAM20, RLK20, SBV20]. association [ALC20, KVG20]. Asymmetric [DCK20]. ATG16L1 [FWP20].


breakthrough [VM21]. BORG3 [FRO+20]. brain [AR20, KNIY+21, LLC+20].
Branched [EYC+20]. branching [CYL+20]. BRCA2 [DMR+20].
BRCA2-deficient [DMR+20]. Brd4 [DHB+21]. breakage [RDW+20].
bulk [MHN20]. bypasses [SHGG21].
c [RFL20, SYW+20]. C-shaped [SYW+20]. C.
[DPM+20, HCK+20, JBV+20, LJMY+20, RCH+20, TP20]. C9orf72
[ATT20]. Ca [BS20b]. Cab45 [HBS+20]. cadherin
[EM20, GMIC+20, HVPM20]. Calcineurin [ZSJE20].
Calcineurin-dependent [ZSJE20]. calcium
[BRB+20, GFR20, LYS+20, VOR+21]. calcium-independent [BRB+20].
Cancer [CKR+20, AGM+20, BDR20, BW20, MTD20, O’D20a, RCDMM20, SPS+20, TWT20]. cancers [MOS+20]. canonical [AT21, LSD+20a]. Can’t
[MCC20]. capacity [OZW+21]. Caprin1 [KPA+16, KPA+20]. carbon
[RCDMM20]. Cargo [GNML+20, AANLL+20, SBV+20, TEH+20, WAK+20].
cargoes [ARC20]. CARTS [WHN+21]. cartwheel [CWX+21]. Cas12a
[FHM+20]. cascade [KCP+21]. cascades [ZMMM+20]. catenin
[BJPH+20, MOS+20, SMS+20, GL20]. cationic [ATTF20]. caught [Dor20].
causes [KNIY+21]. Caveolae [PKA20, ZAR+21]. caveolin
[AANLL+20, ZAR+21]. caveolin- [AANLL+20]. Caveolin-1 [ZAR+21].
CDC42 [ZMMM+20, GCNL21, LD20, RLK+20]. CDC42EP5 [FRO+20].
CDC42EP5/BORG3 [FRO+20]. Cdh1 [SGW+20]. Cdk [YPM+21].
CDK1 [HSL+20, JMB+20]. CDK4 [YJX+20]. CDK4/6 [YJX+20].
CDK5RAP2 [WMS+20]. CDKA [STY+20]. CDKD [STY+20].
CDKD-dependent [STY+20]. Cell
[SPRWB20, SH20, AR20, AHvR+20, AO20, BSR20b, Bog21, CRK+20, CKM+20, DCK+20, DYW+20, DRC+20, EM20, FIK+05, FIK+20, GMC+20, GCNL21, HRS+20, KLC+20, KNIY+21, LVMFL20, MS20, MHS+20, MLC20, O’D20a, OHY+20, PWW+20, POL+20, RWSZ+20, RSW20, SLES20, TNC+20, Tev20, TWT20, WB20, WDL+20, WM20, XHF+20, YMH+20, vLEM+20].
cell-to-cell [BS20b]. cells [ACPR21, BDR20, BG21, BDD20, CRK+20, Dri20, DMR+20, GNL+20, HYL+20, KRH+20, LW20a, MHN20, MND+20, MA20, MLC20, MSX+21, PDW+20, SCB+20, YSR+21, ZVM+20]. cellular
[FMY+21, GH20, KRH+20, PIA20, VTL+20, WBR+20]. CENP
[ARC20, MSJ20]. CENP-A [MSJ20]. CENP-F [ARC20]. center
Centriole [CHY+21, WMS+20, CWX+21, IWI+21, PKD+20, PSC+20, VHP+20, VDC+20]. Centriole-independent [WMS+20]. centrolios
[KSS+20c, KSS+20b]. Centromere [LCZ+20, BDD20, CD21].
Centromere-localized [LCZ+20]. centromeres [DCK+20]. centromeric
[FOR+20]. Centrosome [Zar20, AHQ20, MTR+20, OZW+21].
centrosome-linker [AHQ20]. Centrosome-localized [Zar20].
centrosomes [RFL20, VDC+20]. CEP164C [ATS+21]. CEP192 [CYH+21].
CEP55 [ZBY+21]. Cep57 [IWI+21]. Cep57L1 [IWI+21]. ciliogenesis [FDA21].
CFTR [HVPM20]. CGRP [LYS+20, GKFR20]. chain [MLL+20, TSL+20]. chains [Ike+20, SNN20]. changes [MTR+20, RLK+20].
channel [LLLR20, VOR+21]. channeling [PKH+20]. channels [WLBS20].
chaperone [EZB+20]. chaperone-mediated [EZB+20]. Chaperoning [ZY21].
CHC22 [CCFN+20]. checkpoint [ACPR21, BP20, CSS20, HL21, JMB+20, PKY+20, PZ21]. Chk2 [PZ21].
Chlamydomonas [LLW+20]. Chn7 [TTM+21]. CHMP7 [PSS+20].
cholesterol [WHN+21]. chromatid [RDL+20]. chromatin [SLH+20, SBEB20].
Chromosomal-compartment [AZ20, AO20, FIK+20, TS+20]. Chromosomes [TP20, CML20, CSOG+20, LZC+20, PCGB20, SPL+20, WLBS20].
Chromosomes [GNL+20, SPRWB20, Tev+20]. cilia [FY+20, GSC+20, GVA20, LLW+20, MND+20, SNN20, SCL+21, ZBY+21].
Ciliary [SvDSW+20, FDG+21]. Ciliogenesis [AT21, PKD+20, PRB+20].
Citellin [GSS+20, BZD20, BD20]. CLASP2 [GOR+20]. Class [BJSOS+20, BJSOS+21, EZB+20, LLBC+20].
clathrin [CCFN+20, CS20, CMM+20, HSU+20, MLL+20, PMHD20, RLS+20].
clathrin-coated [CS20]. clathrin-mediated [CMM+20, HSU+20, PMHD20]. Cleaning [SMK20].
CLIP [HBDC+20, CLIP-170 [HBDC+20]. clocks [GH20]. close [HL21].
Closer [GY20]. closure [MSL20, PSS+20]. clusterin [SMK20]. clustering [ORCT+20]. clusters [BTF+20].
coactivator [ANRS+20]. coat [SLH+20b]. coated [CS20, MLL+20]. code [ALPH20].
coenzyme [BBP+20]. coherence [KRH+20]. cohesin [RDL+20, SPL+20]. cohesion [RDL+20].
collaboration [RDL+20]. collateral [CYL+20]. Collective [KIV+20, EM20]. colorectal [MOS+20].
compartment [AFB+20, ESX+20]. compartments [CCFN+20]. compete [BMM+20].
condensin [PCGB20]. condensin-dependent [PCGB20]. condensing [SPRWB20]. conditions [SHGG21].
cone [SHBF+20]. Confounding [WHA20]. congression [PCGB20]. connections [SvDSW+20]. connexin [KIV+20].
constrain [WB20]. constriction [BJAR+21]. contact [AGW+20, AO20, FIK+05, FIK+20, KWD+20, MND+20, PWW+20].

[Bog21]. detection [WBR20]. detrimental [CWZ20]. dehydrogenation
[FOR20]. deubiquitylate [CHPF21a, CHPF21b]. Developing
[ACPR21, LLC20]. development
[BJPH20, GKM20, GMIC20, JBV20, LW20a, RWSZ20, SCB20].
Developmental [YMAS20, Let20]. Different [WDL20]. Differential
[CML20, VDC20]. differentially [XHF20]. differentiation
[MFC20, PDW20]. diffusion [CLR20]. dimer [SYW20]. dimerization
[YZY20]. diphosphatase [BBP20]. Direct
[TTM21, CYL20, JGN20, WDL20]. directing [TEH20]. directs
[ZMM20]. disassembly [AHQ20, MTR20, SBV20, ZBY21]. discriminate
[BTf20, BDD20, CEM20]. discriminate [DCS20]. disease
[KPG20, TF20]. diseases [HKK20]. disinhibition [HKK20]. disjunction
[AHQ20]. displaces [VHPP20]. display [YPM21]. disrupts [MPKB20].
dissipate [LSD20b]. distal [VHPP20]. distance [DY21]. Distinct
[LRM20, WDL20, YMAS20]. distribution [LLC20, PKH20, ZMS20].
divergent [HYX20]. diverse [VTl20]. division
[MDB20, RSWP20, SPRWB20, Tcv20]. DNA [CWZ20, ITM21,
MRL21, MSZ20, MV20, MFC20, MMC20, PDW20, SGW20].
DNA-PK-AKT [MRL21]. domain
[BS20a, CMM20, DLZ20, FWP20, HSSK20, SYW20, YZY20, ZVM20].
Don [BW20]. downregulating [BZD21]. downstream
[AHV20, KMD20, RLK20]. DRG [LYS20, GKF20]. drive
[SHGG21, SLH20b, ZXW20]. driven [AANLL20, SLL21]. drives
[JMC20, LC20, MS20, VFL20, WLBS20, vLEM20]. droplet
[CEN20, DAZ20, Goo20, RE20]. droplets
[CT20, DZA20, DY21, SOT21]. Drosophila
[LY20, LTL20, PKD20, SLES20]. Ds [TB20a]. Dscam2 [OKH20].
duplication [IWT21, PKD20, PSC20, VDC20]. during
[BHK20, CS21a, CS21c, CWAT20, CLR20, DPM20, EM20, GMIC20,
HHT20, HYL20, MTR20, RLS20, STY20, SMC20, TBP20, WAK20,
hYKO20a, hYKO20b]. dynactin [KRS21]. dynamic [MSJ20]. Dynamics
[HSU20, AH20b, BMM20, GMB20, LMJ20, MRL21, NVP20, PPG21,
PL20, STY20, SMZ20, YPM21]. dynamin
[ARC20, yLHW20, KRS21]. dynamin-mediated [yLHW20].
dysfunction [SLH20a]. dysplasia [KNY21]. dysregulation [VTl20].
elegans [DPM+20, HČK+20, JBV+20, LMJ+20, RCH+20, TP20]. elongated
[KSS+20b, KSS+20c]. elongation [YMAS20]. embryo [JBV+20, MS20].
Emergence [ALPH20]. enables [FDA21, HRS+20]. encoded [KLC+20].
encounter [HL21]. end [RLD+20, SHGG21]. endocytosis
[CMM+20, EM20, GMIC+20, PHMD20, TOL+20, ZSJ+20]. endoplasmic
[BBP+20, GCS+20, GMB+20]. endosomal [OKH+20]. endosome
[MYK+20, MYK+21, PWW+20]. endosome-derived [MYK+20, MYK+21].
endosomes [VM+20]. endothelial [KCM+20]. engagement [IW+21].
engineered [TB20a]. enhanced [MLR+21]. enhances [EZB+20]. ensure
[IW+21, JMB+20, Zar20]. ensures [CSOG+20, FCCH21, HGK+20]. Entosis
[AHV+20]. entroctin [RFL20]. envelope
[Köh+21, LSD+20a, LW20b, LD20, PSS+20, TTM+21, WLBS20].
environment [ZAR+21]. enzyme [JBV+20]. epigenetic [CD21].
epigenetically [DC+20]. epithelial [AR20, BRB+20, DDD+20, DCS+20,
DYW+20, GY20, OHY+20, QLC+20, WB20, vLEM+20].
epithelial-to-neural [AR20]. epithelium [SL+20]. epithelium-to-neural
[SL+20]. EPLIN [GSC+20]. ER-lipid [DZ+20]. ERAD [TL+20].
ERdj8 [hYKO+20a, hYKO+20b]. Ernst [TB20b]. error [FOR+20, RFL20].
error-free [RFL20]. escape [CWAT20]. ESCRT
[LMRG20, LSD+20a, TTM+21, WLBS20, YZW+20]. ESCRT-dependent
[YZW+20]. ESCRT-III [WLBS20]. ESCRT-III-dependent [LMRG20].
ESCRTs [LD20]. essential [CLZ+20]. establish [CEM+20]. estrogen
[ANRS+20]. estrogen-dependent [ANRS+20]. evasion [AMG+20].
eviction [SPRB20]. Evidence [DPM+20]. evoked [BS20b]. Evolving
[CS20]. exchange [BRB+20]. excitatory [LLC+20]. exclusion [Te+20]. exit
[CBC+20, GCNL21, MTR+20]. Exocyst [RLK+20]. exocytosis [PWW+20].
Exosomal [MNC20, AANLL+20, WAK+20]. exosomes [LMRG20].
Exploring [MRA20]. export [HVM20]. expression
[KV+20, TRJ+20, WHA20]. extend [AH+20, LMJ+20, WB20].
extracellular [GKFR20, GKM+20, ICMM20, LYS+20, SMK20].
extravasation [SMC+20]. extrusion [AHV+20].

F [ARCM20, APL+21]. F-actin [APL+21]. F-actin/mitochondria
[APL+21]. F508 [HVM20]. facilitates
[AH+20, CWX+21, JMB+20, RFL20, WLM+20]. facilitating [DHB+21].
Factors [LSD+20a, BTP+20, WDL+20, WHA20, YM+20]. FAM19A
[KSS+20a]. Fam20C [HBS+20]. family [VM+20]. Farquhar [SSB20].
fascin [PLL+20]. fast [MV20]. fast-tracks [MV20]. fate [DCK+20].
Fbox42 [BZD+21]. features [CLH+20]. feedback [FCHM20]. feeds [BD20].
feet [GY20]. female [TP20]. FER [LGB+21]. fertilization [RCH+20]. FG
[CPC+20, Dor20]. FG-nucleoporins [CPC+20, Dor20]. FGD1 [ZMM+20].
FGD1/CDC42 [ZMM+20]. FIB [MS+21]. FIB-SEM [MS+21]. fibers
[LSD20b, SvDSW+20]. fibrinogen [LM21, WAOS+21]. fibronecin
[BJS+20]. fibrotic [CHZ+20]. fidelity
Hedgehog 
Hydroxylated [HSSK20].


microscopy [WBR+20]. Microtubule [FDA21, Mer21, ARCM20, EMEZ+20, GOR+20, HBDC+20, JBV+20, MRL+21, MBD+20, MSX+21, OZW+21, ORCT+20, PBM+20, SHBF+20, STY+20, VFL20].
neural [AR20, HYL⁺20, SLES20, WDL⁺20]. Neuralized [SLES20].
nexurexin [KSS⁺20a]. neurodegenerative [HKK⁺20]. neurofascin
[AH20a]. neurofascin-186 [AH20a⁺]. neuroinflammatory [KMD⁺20].
neuromuscular [ORCT⁺20]. neuron [YMASC20]. Neuronal
[MPKB⁺20, SLM20, SSO⁺20, Tar21, TEH⁺20]. neurons [GKFR20, LYS⁺20].
Neutral [CT20]. neutrophil [SMC⁺20]. NF [HKK⁺20]. NF- [HKK⁺20].
NKCC1b [MPKB⁺20]. NLRC4 [DHB⁺21]. NLRP3 [SLH⁺20a]. NMDA
[PPG⁺21]. node [BJAR⁺21]. non [AT21]. non-canonical [AT21].
Noncanonical [WYG⁺20, SGW⁺20]. noncanonically [NVPP⁺20].
oncoding [MTD⁺20, WTS⁺21]. nonlytic [dCTOG⁺20]. nonspecifically
[CLR⁺20]. nonvesicular [RP21]. Notch1 [RWSZ⁺20]. Notch2 [RWSZ⁺20].
Novel [BJPH⁺20, RE20, DMR⁺20, HCK⁺20, RCH⁺20]. NS1 [CLZ⁺20].
NSI-induced [CLZ⁺20]. NUCKS1 [MSH⁺20]. Nuclear
[ANRS⁺20, Köh21, LW20b, SOT⁺21, CPC⁺20, CHZ⁺20, CSOG⁺20, DSMB20,
DY21, DRC⁺20, GG20, JMB⁺20, KVG⁺20, LSD⁺20a, LD20, MOS⁺20,
PSS⁺20, RLV⁺20, SMHH⁺20, TTM⁺21, TTK⁺20, TPM⁺21, WLBS20].
nucleating [OZW⁺21]. nucleation [Mer21]. Nucleobindin [PFPB⁺20].
Nucleobindin-1 [PFPB⁺20]. nucleoli [FMY⁺21]. nucleoporin [TKK⁺20].
nucleoporins [CPC⁺20, Dor20]. NuMA [SMHH⁺20]. NuMA1
[AH20a, TOL⁺20]. number [AMG⁺20]. numbers [BTF⁺20]. Nup188
[VDC⁺20]. nutrient [RL⁺20]. nutrients [CFD⁺20].

Object [WBR⁺20]. objects [CLR⁺20]. old [MMC₂0]. oncogenic [NS₂0].
one [MS₂0, RCDMM₂0]. one-carbon [RCDMM₂0]. one-cell [MS₂0]. only
[XHF⁺20]. onto [FWP⁺20]. Oocytes
[SGW⁺20, CLR⁺20, RDL⁺20, SPL⁺20]. OPA1 [ZZY⁺20]. optic
[AR₂0, SLES₂0]. optimized [NvGK₂0]. OPTN [YKK⁺20]. optogenetic
[NvGK₂0, TB₂0a]. organelle [MRA₂0, MSX⁺21, SLH⁺20a, dCTOG⁺20].
organelles [NGG⁺20]. organization
[BJAR⁺21, GVD⁺20a, GVD⁺20b, Pro₂0, SMS⁺20, SYW⁺20, SGN⁺20].
organizes [LLW⁺20]. orientation [KM₂0]. ORP5 [DZA⁺20, RE₂0]. other
[MNdS⁺20]. over-elongated [KSS⁺20b, KSS⁺20c]. oxygen
[CBGMC₂0, VTL⁺20, VOR⁺21]. oxyysterol [FDG⁺21].

p₆₀-like [SCL⁺21]. pair [BMM⁺20]. Pak1 [MSC⁺20]. pan [KSS⁺20a].
pan-neurexin [KSS⁺20a⁺]. pandemic [CS₂₁a, CS₂₁b, CS₂₁c]. Par3
[DRC⁺20]. Par6 [DLZ⁺20]. Par6-dependent [DLZ⁺20]. partially
[XHF⁺20]. passage [ACPR₂1]. pathogenic [YZY⁺20]. pathologies
[PHAM⁺20]. pathway [AT₂₁, CCFN⁺20, FDG⁺21, LSD⁺20a, MYK⁺20,
MYK⁺21, OKH⁺20, PZ₂₁, RDL⁺20, RCDMM₂0, SCK⁺20a, SCK⁺20b].
pathways [KPG₂0, MTD₂₀, TWT₂₀]. pattern [JMC⁺20]. patterning
[GMIC⁺20]. vLEM⁺20]. Pavarotti [NVPP₂₀]. PCM [CYH⁺21]. PCNT
[WMS⁺20]. PCR [FHM⁺20]. PD [XHF⁺20]. PD-1 [XHF⁺20]. PDIA3
Protrudin-mediated LD20, ORCT proteolysis SHBF relaxation

Promotes [BZD20, CHZ20, FPMS21, GOR+20, HBDC+20, MYK+20, MYK+21, MRL+21, MSH+20, PCGB20, SPS+20, TNC+20, TOL+20, WHN20, ZVM+20, ZBY+21].

Promoting [AH20a, CRK+20, LSD+20a, PFPB+20].

Promotes [MS20].

Proteases [WB21].

Proteasome [Let20].

Proteins [BRB+20, CWAT20, DRC+20, FAS+21, HSL+20, HBS+20, ITM+21, LBC+20, LRM+20, MHS+20, NVPP20, NGS+20, PPG21, PGD+20, SMK20, SHA20, SMHH+20, TMM+21, WYG+20, WAK+20].

Proteins [ALPH+20, DSMB20, ICMM20, KSS+20a, TEH+20, WAOS+21, YMH+20].

Proteolysis [SGW+20].

Proteolytic [WB21].

Protrudin [AO20, PWW+20].

Protrudin-mediated [PWW+20].

ProtrudinG [AO20].

Protrusion [EYC+20].

Provide [RVNS21].

Provides [GMC+20].

Proximity [CLH+20, TNLFF20, TPM+21].

PTEN [QLC+20].

Pulling [DPM+20, TP20].

Purinergic [KV+20].

Pushing [TP20].

Q [TRJ+20].

Quality [HGK20, MMSP20].

Rab [KCP+21].

Rab8 [GMB+20].

Rab8 [HVPM20].

Rab8/10/11 [HVPM20].

Radial [WLM+20, KNY+21].

Radiation [FCT+20].

Radiation-induced [FCT+20].

Rag [HHGR21].

Range [MND+20].

RanGTP [EMEZ+20].

Rapid [ZS21].

Rashomon [HLGD20].

Rate [BJAR+21].

Ratio [DSMB20].

Rcd4 [PKD+20].

Rcr1 [ZJE+20].

Reactive [CGBMC20, VOR+21].

Reality [WBR+20].

Rearrangements [BDZ20].

Receptor [AFB+20, CFD+20, CHZ+20, GSP+20, ICMM20].

Receptors [PPG21].

Recognition [AHY+21].

Recombination [MHS+20].

Reconstitution [FMY+21].

Reconstitutions [WTU+21].

Reconstruction [LLLR20, MSX+21].

Recruit [CYH+21].

Recruited [BDD20].

Recruitment [HHGR21, MRS+20, PGD+20].

Recruits [ATTF20].

Recycles [SPS+20].

Recycling [LGB+21].

Reduced [BRB+20].

Reference [SHA20].

Regeneration [GSP+20].

Regions [BDD20].

Regrowth [YMAS20].

Regulate [AGW+20, BMN+20, CFD+20, CT20, DSLP20, GKM+20, Let20, MHS+20, NVPP20, XHF+20, YJX+20].

Regulated [AFB+20, MTR+20, PSS+20, RFL20].

Regulates [AAF+20, ATS+21, APL+21, DCK+20, DDD+20, DHB+21, DZA+20, DY21, FAS+21, GCNL21, GSB+20, GCS+20, GMB+20, HSSK20, HBS+20, HYL+20, JBV+20, LTL+20, LD20, ORCT+20, OHY+20, PFPB+20, PLL+20, POL+20, RE20, SMS+20, SHBF+20, SOS+20, SPL+20, SMG+20, Tar21, YTH+20, YZW+20].

Regulation [PPG21, AANL+20, BVYW20, CML20, PHMD20, PFB+20, WYG+20, WHA20, ZJE+20].

Regulator [AMG+20].

Related [AAF+20].

Relaxation [yLHW+20].

Release


**somatostatin** [AFB+20, GKM+20]. Song [O’D20b]. sorting [ANL+20, GNML+20, LMRG20, LRM+20, PKA20]. Spatial [BHK20, PHMD20, MSC+20]. **Spatiotemporal** [TB20a, GCNL21, WHA20].


LYS+20, GKFR20]. **TRPA1-dependent [LYS+20, GKFR20]. Trpml**


ubiquitin


XCTK2 [EMEZ+20]. XPF [ITM+21].

Yan [O'D20b]. yeast [CEM+20, HHD+20, KWD+20, MSC+20, RVNS21].

Zc3h10 [APL+21]. zebrafish [GBS+20, LRM+20, TEH+20]. Zena [SH20]. Zika [CLZ+20]. zone [SGN+20].
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